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We obtain theoretically the phonon-polariton spectrum in nonlinear dielectric medium with the 
third order Kerr-type nonlinearity. We investigate the dependence of number of the polariton 
spectrum branches on the intensity of electromagnetic field and demonstrate that the appearance 
of new branches located in the polariton spectrum gap is caused by the influence of dispersion of 
the third order dielectric susceptibility at intensity field in the medium. The modulation 
instability of new branch waves leading to appearance of cnoidal waves and solitons.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The velocity of electromagnetic wave propagating through a medium decreases in comparison 
with velocity in vacuum due to the interaction of the wave and ions of medium. The interaction 
produces the moving of electron shells and ion nuclei. At the linear approximation it is sufficient to 
take into account the dipole ion excitation (electron shell and nucleus) by electromagnetic field.  The 
spectra of polaritons that are the quanta of mixed states of electromagnetic wave and dipole excitations 
of the dielectric media were obtained firstly by Tolpygo using quantum approach [1] and by Huang 
using classical approach [2]. This phonon-polariton spectrum has two branches and band gap between 
them, where the crystal is not transparent.  
The polaritons are efficiently generated when the frequency of electromagnetic wave is close to 
the crystal lattice resonance frequency lying in terahertz range 11210 −s~  or to the electron resonant 
frequency lying near the infrared or optical ranges 11410 −s~  [1 - 4]. It leads to enhancement of 
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vibration amplitude, i.e. to the nonlinear oscillations of ions and electrons. Nonlinear effects also 
appear in generation of polaritons out of these ranges, if the nonlinear electron response of medium 
arises due to intensive electromagnetic wave scattering [5 - 8]. In these cases some new branches of 
phonon-polariton spectrum appear [5, 8].  
Polariton spectra were obtained in multilayered nonlinear medium in Ref. [8], where the authors 
showed that the number of spectral branches was determined by the wavevector value, phonon 
frequency, thickness and nonlinearity of each layer. A new technique of measuring of the reflection in 
terahertz range by phonon-polariton wave was proposed in the Ref. [9]. The phonon-polariton 
propagation in one-dimensional piezoelectric superlattice was studied in Ref.  [10].  The properties of 
phonon-polariton waves, the masses of polaritons and the dependence of polariton spectrum on 
intensity of the electromagnetic field and intensity of the external electric field were investigated in 
nonlinear dielectric mediums and waveguides in Refs. [11 - 13]. The experimental observations of 
interference between atomic spin coherence and optical field generating polariton waves in controllable 
time-delayed beamsplitter with dynamically tunable splitting ratio were described in Ref.  [14]. 
Nonlinear waves described by the fifth order dispersive equation have been numerically investigated in 
Ref.  [15]. The band-gap solitons in Kerr-type nonlinear media with periodic in space modulation of 
potential were also researched and the instability of the eigenfrequencies around the middle of the 
band-gap was found in Ref.  [16]. The above mentioned papers are devoted to the analysis of polariton 
properties in nonlinear media and illustrate common interest of researches in this field of physics. The 
phonon-polariton properties in dielectric medium are important in the design of controllable filters, all-
optical logic gates, signal delay lines, time-delayed beamsplitters and other devices of microwave and 
optical circuits [6 - 10, 14].   
In our paper we theoretically investigate the properties of phonon-polariton spectrum in nonlinear 
dielectric medium with the third order susceptibility, i.e. the Kerr-type nonlinear medium. The 
dispersion relation of frequency )k(ω  on the wavevector k  in nonlinear medium, ( ) 0=aE,k,D ω , is 
modified by the field amplitude aE . Thus we obtain the nonlinear dispersion relation similar to that in 
Refs.   [17, 18].  
The nonlinear polaritons represent the bound states of photons and phonons in the dielectric 
medium that depend on the intensity of electromagnetic field. We show how intensity of 
electromagnetic field influences the number of polariton spectrum branches. The enhancement of 
electromagnetic field intensity leads to increasing of nonlinear response of dielectric medium and it 
results in appearance of the additional branches in the polariton spectrum gap. To demonstrate this 
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effect we have obtained the phonon-polariton spectra in nonlinear medium considering the dispersion 
of the third order nonlinear susceptibility for the first harmonic of wave frequency. 
 
2. THEORETICAL MODEL 
 
Consider the theoretical model of the classical electromagnetic field interaction with the ions 
forming a crystal lattice. If the electromagnetic wave propagates in the dielectric crystal we can 
describe this process using the following: 
1) the equation of ion motion in a unit cell of crystal lattice 
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where effeff m,e  are the effective ion charge and mass in the lattice cell, −+ −= rrR  is the displacement 
vector of positive and negative lattices of ions, ( ) ( ) ( ) 433221 432 R/qR/qR/qU RRRR −+=   is the 
potential energy of ions, Γ  is the damping factor;  
2) the equation of outer shell electron motion in the ion 
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where ( ) ( ) ( ) 433221 432 r/qr/qr/qU rrrr ++=  is the potential energy of electron; 
3) the electromagnetic field equations 
( ) BEPEB &&& 11 4 −− −=×∇+=×∇ c,c pi ,       (3) 
where rRP eCeff eNNe −=  is the polarization vector of medium, CN  is the number of cells in the unit 
of volume, eN  is the number of electrons in the unit of volume, jRjr q,q  are the phenomenological 
elastic parameters of the medium; the overdot denotes partial time derivative. In the system of 
equations (1) - (3) we take into account the bound of charges by electromagnetic field. 
We can neglect the response of the magnetic component of the high-frequency electromagnetic 
field ( ) BRE ×>> − t/ddc 1 , ( ) BrE ×>> − t/ddc 1  in the medium. Then we represent solutions of the 
motion equations (1) and (2) as the series where index of term is the order of infinitesimal 
3210 rrrrr +++= , 3210 RRRRR +++= . If the electromagnetic field is harmonic ( )tiexp~E ω− , it 
is easy to obtain the polarization vector of medium by the method of sequential approximations [6]. 
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Generally by this method we can obtain the polarization vector including the first, second and third 
harmonics  
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 are the linear and nonlinear susceptibilities of medium,  
ωΓωωω i~ −−= 22021 , ( ) ωΓωωω 22 22022 i~ −−= ,  ( ) ωΓωωω 33 22023 i~ −−= , ωΓωΩΩ i~ −−= ⊥ 2221 , 
( ) ωΓωΩΩ 22 2222 i~ −−= ⊥ ,  ( ) ωΓωΩΩ 33 2223 i~ −−= ⊥ ; 122 4 −= mNe ee piω , 122 4 −= effCeffI mNepiω   are the 
electron and ion plasma frequencies; 11
2
0
−
= mq rω  is the electron resonance frequency, 
1
1
2 −
⊥ = effRmqΩ  is 
the resonance frequency of lattice; 122
−
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1
33
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1
22
−
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jRjr q,q,Γ  are the phenomenological parameters depending on linear and nonlinear properties of 
medium, including also electron eω  and ion Iω  plasma frequencies. The susceptibility of the third 
order is positive 031 >χ , because 0133 <−= −effRR mqα , 0133 <−= −mq rrα  are negative.   
 
3. NONLINEAR MEDIUM WITH LOCAL INVERSION CENTERS 
 
We consider the application of our theory only in the medium with local centers of inversion, 
where the second-order susceptibility vanishes due to symmetry, i.e. in the medium with the third order 
susceptibility 31χ . We represent the electromagnetic field as the set of plane waves and consider the 
interaction degenerates involving only at the first harmonic ( )krEE itiexpa +−= ω . In this case the 
polarization vector (4) of the medium has the form ( )EP 2311 aEχχ += .  
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We can eliminate the magnetic inductance vector B  from the field equations (3) 
PEE &&&& εpiε 22 4 −− −=+×∇×∇ cc , and get the set of algebraic equations  
( ) ( )aack kEkE =− − 222 εω .      (5) 
The permittivity of medium is defined by the expression 2311 441 aEpiχpiχε ++= . In the expression for 
permittivity ε  both the electron and ion responses of the medium at electromagnetic field are 
considered. 
We resolve the electric field vector at the transverse and longitudinal components ||EEE += ⊥  
relating to the wavevector k . Having assumed that the interaction of electromagnetic waves and 
charges in the medium occurs as affected transverse field component ⊥E , that is 0=⊥kE , we obtain  
from equation (5) the dispersion equation for nonlinear polaritons in the Kerr-type medium  
( ) ( )[ ] 0441 2311222 =++− − aEck ωpiχωpiχω .    (6) 
The equation (6) allows obtaining the nonlinear phonon-polariton spectrum ( )2aE,kωω =  in this 
medium, where the frequency ω  (or energy ωh ) of polariton depends on the wave density 2aE~  of 
polariton wave.  
 
4. POLARITON SPECTRUM IN THE NONLINEAR MEDIUM 
 
The polariton spectrum depends on the density of electromagnetic field 2aE~  in the Kerr-type 
nonlinear medium. In the linear medium at 04 231 →aEpiχ  the spectrum of polaritons has only three 
branches (two low frequency and one high frequency branches, Fig. 1a), and this result agrees with the 
deduction in [5]. In the nonlinear medium, for example at 5231 104 −=aEpiχ , the polariton spectrum has 
nine branches (Fig. 1b). In this case the spectrum still has branches 1, 2, 3, but six new branches with 
numbers 4, 5, 6 and 7, 8, 9 appear. New branches 4 and 5 coincide with themselves and smoothly go 
up, but the branch 6 has a weak declination down. The branches 7, 8, 9 have the same behavior: the 
branch 7 has the weak declination down, and branches 8, 9 smoothly go up and completely coincide.  
Polariton spectrum in the linear medium has only two gaps, but as the electromagnetic field 
density increases, the third gap appears: the first gap (between branch 2 and branches 4, 5, 6), the 
second gap (between branch 2 and branches 7, 8, 9) and the third gap (between a branch 3 and 
branches 7, 8, 9).  
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The appearance of new branches in the polariton spectrum is caused by the dispersion of the third 
order dielectric susceptibility of medium ( )ωχ31  at increasing of the electromagnetic field density 
2
aE~   (see the expression (4)). In the linear medium the dispersion equation (6) has the sixth degree of 
the frequency ω . In the nonlinear medium the dispersion equation (6) has the eighteenth degree of the 
frequency because the susceptibility of the third order possesses the dispersion. In other words the 
more high frequency polaritons of branches 3 (and 2) decay to three low frequency polaritons of 
branches 7, 8, 9 (and 4, 5, 6), therefore the new spectrum branches appear.  
The spectrum curves have been obtained numerically by solving the dispersion equation (6). As 
the example of computing the nonlinear polariton spectrum we use the medium and wave parameters 
as 11310 −⊥ s~Ω , 132 103103 −××= cm...k  in the Fig. 1. 
 
 
Fig. 1. The polariton spectra in nonlinear medium with dispersion of the third order susceptibility 3χ : 
(a) at 04 231 →aEpiχ ; (b) 5231 104 −=aEpiχ . Here 0=Γ , ⊥= Ωωω /  and ⊥= Ω/ckk are dimensionless. 
The solid lines are the branches of polariton spectrum; the dashed horizontal lines are the edges of 
spectrum gaps.  
 
5. WAVE INSTABILITY 
 
We can investigate the wave instability of new spectrum branches by the equation obtained 
from the electromagnetic field equations (3) for transverse electric field in the considering case 
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where "i' 1111 41 εεpiχε +=+= , "i' 313131 χχχ += , 0≠Γ . Considering the perturbations of field [19] in 
the form ( ) ( )[ ] ( )ikztiexpz,tiez,teEE a +−++= ω21 , where ω  is the frequency of a new branch, we 
linearize the Eq. (7), separate the real and imaginary parts, and obtain the equation set for 1e  and 2e  
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where 314piχχ = . We represent the solutions of equation set (8) as ( )iKztiexpee ,, +−= Ω020121  and 
obtain the dispersion relation for the phase additions Ω  and K  from the determinant of set for 01e  and 
02e , 
( ) ( ) 024 21212122124 =−+++++− bbaaKbbkKaakK ,   (9) 
where 
( )( ) ( )[ ] 221212221 323 kE""iE''ca aa −++++= − χεΩωχεΩω , 
( )( ) ( )[ ] 221212222 2 kE""iE''ca aa −++++= − χεΩωχεΩω , 
( ) ( )( )[ ]21222121 332 aa E""iE''cb χεΩωχεΩω ++++= − , 
( ) ( )( )[ ]21222122 2 aa E""iE''cb χεΩωχεΩω ++++= − . 
We can normalize the phase addition 1−= KkK  in the Eq. (9) 
 ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) 024 2121421222124 =−+++++− −−− bbaakKbbkKaakK .  (10) 
We suppose the phase addition K  is small enough ( )[ ] 22124 4 KaakK ++<< −  and neglect the highest 
term. Then we obtain the quadratic equation from the Eq. (10) 
022 =−− bKaK ,      (11) 
where ( )( ) 121221 4 −+++= aakbba , ( )( ) 121221212 4 −− ++−= aakbbaakb . The instability of polariton 
wave with frequency ω  and phase addition Ω  takes place when the solutions of the Eq. (11) 
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( ) 212 /baaK +±=±  have the complex values. The coefficients a  and b  depend on the field density 
2
aE~  when the rest parameters are fixed. The dependence of real ±KRe  and imaginary ±KIm  parts of 
phase addition ±K  on normalized field density 
2
aE  for the polariton wave with normalized frequency 
46.≅ω  is represented in the Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2. The dependence of ±KRe  and ±KIm  on normalized field density 
2
aE  for the polariton wave 
with normalized frequency 46.≅ω . 
 
One can see in the Fig. 2 the both ±KRe  and ±KIm  are depended on the field density 
2
aE . The 
imaginary parts ±KIm  define the wave instability. If the imaginary parts of medium permittivity "1ε  
and susceptibility "χ  are equal zero then ±KIm  are equal zero too, and the wave instability is absent. 
The perturbations 1e  and 2e  excite the modulation instability of nonlinear wave leading to the 
appearance of cnoidal waves and solitons [6, 7, 11, 12, 16 - 19].  We can represent the electric field of 
wave of a new spectrum branch in the form ( ) ( )tiexpz,teE ω−= , then obtain from the Eq. (7) the 
equation for amplitude 
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In the case of stationary process of the wave propagation we can suppose that ( )z,te  is the slowly 
varying at time amplitude and reduce the Eq. (12)  
−
KRe  
+KRe  
−
KIm  
+KIm  KIm  KRe  
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( ) 04 23112222 =++∂∂ eecze piχεω .    (13) 
The first integral of the Eq. (13) looks like ( ) C/eedz/de +−−= 2422 χε , where 
( ) 2402020 /eedz/deC χε ++=  is an integration constant, 122 εωε −= c , 31224 χωpiχ −= c . For wave of 
new spectrum branch the boundary condition is 00 =e  and ( )20dz/deC = . Thus, the second integral of 
Eq. (13) looks like ( )∫ −−−= 21422 /ee'Cdez/ αχ , where χ/C'C 2= , χεα /2= . After integration 
of the second integral we obtain the solution in the form of elliptic cosine 
( ) ( )[ ]





 +−= k~,z'C/k~KcnBe
// 21212 4αχ ,    (14) 
where ( )k~K  is the complete elliptic integral, ( ) 2122 /BA/Bk~ +=  is the modulus of elliptic integral, 
( ) 2122 42 /'C//A ++= αα , ( ) 2122 42 /'C//B ++−= αα . In the case when the modulus tend to unit 
1→k~  (if 0<α  and 0→'C ), the Eq. (14) transforms to hyperbolic secant describing a spatial soliton 
( )zsche εα= .      (15) 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
We have shown theoretically that the dispersion dependence of the third order susceptibility 
leads to appearance of the new branches in polariton spectrum at nonlinear dielectric medium. 
Particularly, the new branches appear in the polariton spectrum gap, when the electromagnetic field 
density increases. The high frequency polaritons decay to three low frequency polaritons under the 
influence of the third order susceptibility of dielectric medium. The polariton waves of new spectrum 
branches damp more rapidly, because they depend of nonlinear medium properties and the wave 
intensity. The instability of polariton wave depends on the field density. The perturbations excite the 
nonlinear wave modulation instability leading to appearance of cnoidal waves and solitons.  
These properties of the polariton spectrum in nonlinear dielectric medium may be used for 
designing new optical devices such as controllable optical filters, delay lines, all-optical logic gates, 
etc.  
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